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Raked header
Diverts water off sides of unit.

Durable C-4 style head curtain
Rests with pressure on top of trailer, creating 
full-height clearance inside trailer.

Rugged ArmorPleats™

On corners of head curtain help extend 
product life. Available in extra tough, friction-
resistant Durathon™ fabric for ultimate wear.

“Twistable” fiberglass stays
Resist cracking or breaking to maintain positive 
side curtain pressure against trailer. Stay ends 
are rounded and capped to prevent curtain 
wear-through.

Available PitMaster™ seal
Gaps large and small beneath and around the 
dock leveler are sealed with optional PitMaster 
components, providing substantial energy 
savings; improving cleanliness and sanitation.
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Built with Rite-Hite’s signature quality, the WG-410 rigid 
frame dock shelter offers unobstructed access to loads and 
economical environmental control.

WG-410 
Rigid Frame Dock Shelter
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Rite-Hite® WG-410 Dock Shelter.
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Rite-Hite®, Survivor™, RainGuard™, PitMaster™, Durathon™, ArmorPleats™, Neotec™ and V-Flow™ are trademarks of Rite-
Hite Holding Corporation. Rite-Hite products are covered by one or more U.S. patents with other U.S. and foreign 
patents pending. The information herein is provided as a general reference only regarding the use of the applicable 
products. The specifications stated here are subject to change.
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WG-410 Shelter (W410)
Make sure your dock is protected.
The Rite-Hite® WG-410 rigid frame dock shelter provides both a form-fitting perimeter seal for 
the top and sides of docked trailers and full, unobstructed access to loads for efficient material 
handling. The WG-410 provides basic shelter protection, for year-round energy conservation and 
a more comfortable working environment.

The WG-410 dock shelter is part of the industry’s most complete line-up of guaranteed 
environmental control products for the dock. All Rite-Hite products are custom-built to match 
your specific dock requirements. Ask your Rite-Hite Representative about these other popular 
solutions:

 » Weighted gravity-seal design and 15" (381 mm) trailer coverage range ensure tight, consistent 
seal regardless of trailer height or position

 » Backed by standard 36-month money-back satisfaction guarantee

Complete the Seal with PitMaster™ Under-leveler Seal.
 » Seals beneath and around dock leveler and bumpers

 » Keeps pits and facilities cleaner; helps prevent infiltration of bugs, dust and debris 

 » Reduces costly heating or cooling energy losses at the dock
RainGuard Header Seal. PitMaster Under-leveler Seal.

WG-410 Rigid Frame Dock Shelter.
Survivor Dock Shelter.

Upgrade to a Survivor™ Impactable Shelter.
 » Damage-resistant side frame design

 » Advanced, rugged Neotec™ HMWPE side frames can 
take hits from off-center trailers that would destroy 
ordinary rigid frame shelters

 » V-Flow™ fabric header design naturally diverts water off 
sides of shelter

Add a RainGuard™ Weighted Trailer Top 
Seal.
 » Tightest header seal available to prevent infiltration of 

water, dust, wind or snow into the loading dock area

 » Helps prevent costly product damage and contamination 
and maintain employee safety


